
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Assemble template.
2. Tape the template in place. 
Use a level to ensure your template is straight.
3.Predrill the screw holes - using house numbers as a guide.
4. Fasten with screws through the number
and spacer.  

These dotted lines create even spacing of numbers
Fold template on the dotted line and tape papers together so dotted lines match. 
*Easily add or subtract space by adding or decreasing space between dotted lines.

Suggested spacing between 12” tall numbers:
For horizontal placement is 2“ - 2.5” between numbers.
For vertical placement - allow 2“ - 3” between numbers.

Solid lines on the top and bottom of pages mark the centers of the numbers
so you can easily align your numbers vertically. 
Tape pages together so these solid lines match. 

For address numbers mounted vertically and right aligned
Use the small dotted line to the right of each number. 

Numbers, fonts and type are all designed for visual appeal and coordination.
This is why there is a slight variation in number height and width.
We honor the designers choice and use the recommended left alignment
recommendations - which is why left aligned placement varies.  

Lining your numbers up:

Spacing your numbers :

VERTICAL NUMBER TEMPLATEVERTICAL NUMBER TEMPLATE
12 inch BOLD RETRO12 inch BOLD RETRO



Each number is printed on 2 pages.
Print the following pages and tape together

For #1 - print pages 3 + 4
For #2 - print pages 5 + 6
For #3 - print pages 7 + 8
For #4 - print pages 9 + 10
For #5 - print pages 11 + 12
For #6 - print pages 13 + 14
For #7 - print pages 15 + 16
For #8 - print pages 17 + 18
For #9 - print pages 19 + 20
For #0 - print pages 21 + 22

Print pages at full size.
12 inch numbers are bigger than paper and not all
of the number shape will be printed on the paper. 
Choose your vertical or horizontal template. 
Then what’s important for alignment will be on the page. 

TEMPLATE PRINTING GUIDE
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